
St. Stanislaus Church
Parish Council Meeting
May 10, 2022

Meeting Attendees: Father Justin Hamilton, Chris Hurla, Joe Roth (Chair), Tyler
Schmuckman, Bill DeDonder, Brian O’Neill, Sarah Sanders, and Kathi Rewarts

I. Opening Prayer/Prayer formation for the council
Father opened with The Hail Mary.

II. Opening - Father Justin Hamilton
a. Easter and Holy Week were very successful.
b. Father has been busy with Baptisms, Weddings, and baseball games :)

III. Old Business
a. Value Them Both - yard signs are available by the front door. Once they

disperse more, they will be picked up and made available.
The Knights who attended the convention learned about several

events. Kansans for Life have been through Rossville, they have not
been through Silver Lake yet. As they speak with individuals, they are
inviting them to attend a Zoom meeting to obtain additional information
on the Value Them Both Amendment.

If you are interested in joining Kansans for Life, they ask that you
download an app called Walk 160. The goal is to contact every
registered voter to ask whether they are opposed to abortion and give
the history the state. Once you have made contact with a voter, click on
the app and note the individiuals response. It looks pretty easy and very
productive. Brian O’Neill suggested communicating either in the after
mass or in the bulletin the availability of the signs. Father Justin
Hamilton agreed.

Joe Roth passed out a booklet from Kansans for Life. Their goal is
to say the Divine Mercy ten Memorares a day to equal 1,000
memorarares. This is to begin April 27th. Discussion of intentional
prayer later in the week.



b. Prayer Garden
i. Discussion of where to begin with the Prayer Garden. The goal is

to begin with concrete where the bench and statue will sit; the
center of the garden. The plan will be to form the circle; 12’
diameter.

c. Classes this fall
i. Nothing new at this time.

d. Biscuits and Gravy will move to October when CCD begins again.

IV. New Business
Nothing new at this time.

V. Next meeting will be September 13, 2022 at 6:30pm.

VI. The committed closed in prayer.


